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Backbone collection with array vs with object I'm having a confusion and a best

practice about how to manage my models in Backbone collection in the official doc I
read that models: { ... attributes: [] }, initialize: function () { this.fetch(); } while

with a object { id:1, name:"ABC", attributes:["a","b","c"] } is models: { ... attributes:
[] }, initialize: function () { this.fetch(); } are in the same way? A: The short answer:
use an array for attributes. To expand on the short answer: With a Backbone model,

you have: The attributes property on your model, which is a JS array A "default"
attribute if no attributes are specified in a fetch() call So, with a model that looks

like this: var User = Backbone.Model.extend({ defaults: { username: '', email: '' },
initialize: function() { this.on('change', this.render); }, url: '/accounts/me', defaults:

{ username:
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